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ON THE FOURIER-LAPLACE IMAGE OF SOME CLASSES
OF FUNCTIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
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1. Introduction.

The Fourier-Laplace image of a class of C'''-functions, any element of which can be estima
ted by C exp(-p(x)+ex) together with its derivatives, coincides with the class of entire
functions F(t;+i1j) which satisfies the estimate I(t;+i1j)N oc F(t;+i7j) I ~CN,mexpp*(7j)
for all Nand m, where P*(1j) is the dual function of p(x) in the sense of Young. On
the other hand, the Fourier-Laplace image of UEpS is an entire function F.. (t;+i7j) such
that for any N, and m, there exists a constant CN,m with which we have

lo~F.. (t;+i7j)1 ~CN,m(l+ !t;+i7jI)-Nexpp*(7j)

and the converse holds [1]. Also the Fourier-Laplace image of UEOS' is a holomorphic
function F .. (t;+i7j) in the tubular domain Rn+iQ which satisfies the inequality

IF.. (t;+i7j) I ~C7J(I+ 1t;+i7jIN., for all 7J mQ

and the converse holds Dn
In this paper, we treat this problem in OM and Sf, and obtain some results analogous
to those in [1].

2. Preliminaries.

. We shall use the following notations: x= (XI. "', x,,), t;= (t;I. "', t;n) and 7J= (7jI. "', 7j,,)
are variable points in R"; ,= ('1, "', en) is a variable point in C· and ,=t;+i7j;

7)X=)7IXl+"'+7jnXn;Ok=Of~l"'Onkn, Ikl =k1+···+km k!=k1!···k.! where 0; = -/-- and
UX;

k= (kh "', kn) ENn; xk=Xlk""Xnkn, (1)=(1;)"'(1:); k ~ 1 means k;~ 1; for all i=l, "', n.

A function Pi (x;) defined on R is called strictly convex if, for any points t;i and 7);

in R and all tE (0,1), the inequality

P;(tt;i+ (l-t) 7);) <tPi(t;i) + (l-t)p;(7j;)

is valid.
Let S be the space of rapidly decreasing COO-functions (i. e., tempered functions), OM

the space of slowly increasing functions, S' the space of tempered distributions and Oc'
the space of rapidly decreasing distributions.

In this paper, p(x) is in OM and p(x)=tp;(x;) where each Pi (x;) is strictly convex
i=1

and Pi (Xi) / IXil -7 00 as IXil -7 00

The dual function P;*(7)i) of P;(7ji) in the sense of Young is defined by Pi*(7ji) =
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MaX(-Pi(Xi)+7JiX;). We denote by p*(7J) the function t P;*(7Ji).
~iER i-I

DEFINITION. Let E he the space S or OM, E' the space S' or Dc' and Q a subset of RI:.
pE= {u(x) ECO(Ra) lePCz)u(x) EE}
.aE= {u (x) EC'" (Ra) lelZu (x) EE for all ;, in Q}
pE'= {u(x) ED' (Ra) leP(%)U(X)EE'}
.aE'= {u(x) ED' (Ra) lelZu(x) EE' for all A in O}

For two subsets A and B of R" such that AcB, AE-::;)aE and AE'-::;)aE'. But we have
the following

PROPOSITION. If B is tke convex hull of A, then. AE=aE and AE'=BE'.

Proof. For any 7J in B, we have 7J=f:. J..-7Ji' El;=I, A; >0, iEA [2J
l-i

The function a(x, 7J)=e1J:rIE e1JiZ is bounded C"'-function in x together with its deriv-
i-I

atives. Let u(x) be in AE(or AE'), then e1JZu(x)=a(x, 7J)f; e1Jizu(x) is in E (orE').,-.
Therefore U(X)EBE (or BE').

Thus we may assume Q is a convex subset of Ra. Let u(x) be in as (or as'), then
we can define the Fouri~ transform FaC~+i1j) of e""uCx) for all 1j in Q. We shall call
F a(e+i1j) the Fourier-Laplace transform of u(x) [IJ.

3. Estimates of the Fourier-Laplaee transform of PM.
By the definition, the CO-function e1Jz- p(%) is in SCOM. Since any element of OM is
a multiplier in S [3], pOMCRaS. Therefore we can consider the Fourier-Laplace
transform of an element of pOM.

THEOREM I. The Fourier-Laplace transform of u in pOM is an entire function
F~Ce+i1j) which satisfies the following condition; For any a and m in Na, and c in
Ra, there exists a constant Ca.fI..e such that

lo~"'Fa(~+i7;) I~Ca......(l+ le+i1jl) -lalePo<1J+')

"Where we take sgn e;=sgn 7Ji and c;,,#:O for all i=l, ••••••, n.
Proof. For any k and minNa,

[ -i(e+i1j)Jio'C Fa (e+i1j) =JRaePCz)u(x)e-pCz) C-ix) "'o~-i<i;+i1J)zdx

By the the Leibnitz formula, each of the derivatives

lo~[eI'Cz)u(x) (-ix)"'e-p(%)JI ~E CO lo~ePCz)u(x) (-ix)"J 11~-le-p(%)1,...
~:E (f)Cl....(l+ 1.xI~IPI,.le-P(%) for some PI,,,, in }....., .
~Ci (l+lxl2)IPIo.le-pCZ) for some Pi... in Na.

Since e1JZ- pCz) belongs to S, integrating by parts

(-i) Iii (e+i7J)io'C F.Ce+i7J) = (-1) li'fR"o~ [eP(%)u(x)e-P<z) C-ix)"'Je- i(H;1J)z dx

Therefore we have

l(e+i1j)io~ F..(e+i1j)! ~JR" C i .",(l+ \xl2)IPr...le-p(z)+1JZdx (1)

~Ci •m•.eP°<1/+E)
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On the other hand,

(1+ 1~+i1)1) lal = :E (IIP"II) 1~+i1) I'PI :(; L; (1Ip"II):E IPk~! I(~+iTj)i I (2)
IPIo>:lal IPJ~luJ lil-IPI ..

Hence we have the desired inequality.

REMARK. For u in,,8, we can take e=O in the above inequality [IJ.

THEORE:VI 2. If lim p;(x;) / Ix;II=oo for some l> 1, then the Fourier-Laplace trans-
lzj:j_co

form of u in pOM is an entire function Fu(~+iTj) which satisfies the following condition;
For any a and m in Nn, there exist a constant Ca.m,l in R and Pet,m.l in Nn such that

(1+ 1~+i1)l) lal IOtFu(~+i1))I :(; C et,m.l(l+ 11)1 2) IP·.··' IeP' (1J).

Proof. Since there exist constants ao. bo such that Pi(Xi) ~ ao Ix;ll-bOo

-p;(x;) +1J;Xi=-Pi(Xi) + \1)i Ilx;1 for 1)iX; >0
:(;-ao Ix;I I+ l1)i I Ix; I+bo

1

:(;-IXil +bo for Ix;1 ~( l+~1)i I )1=1 =L7Ji

Denoting by q", m(x;, 1);) the function (1+xD IPk,mle1JZXZ-Pz(xz),

q"'m:(; (1+xD Ihmle-Pz(xz) for 1)iXi:(; 0
:(; (1+xD IPk.mle-IXzl+b. for 1);X;> 0 and Ix;\ > L7Ji
:(; (1+LU IPk. mlel'~ (1Jz) for TjiX; >0 and Ix;!:(; L7Ji.

From the inequality (1), we have

1(~+i1))iOt Fu(~+i1)) 1:(; C/om,I(l+ 11) 12) IPk.m.11 ep·(1J).

Thus we have the desired inequality from this inequality and (2).
VVe obtain the following converse result of Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. If F(~+i1J) is an entire function such that for any a and m in
.there exist constants Ca,m and Pet.m in Nn for which

(1+ 1~+i1JJ) lal lOt F(~+i1J) 1:(; C et.m(l+ 11J12) IP·.·leP·(1J).

then there exists a u in pOM whose Fourier-Laplace transform equals to F(~+i1J).

Proof. We can define a function u(x) by

u(x) = fRne;(Hi7})XF(~+i1))d~

where 1) is arbitrary.
Now, we must show that this function u belongs to pOM.

o~[ep(X)u(x)J=J o~[ei<Hi7})xeP(x)JF(~+i1J)d~
R.

= :E (l.)J n ol-;/ei(e+i7})Io~ eP(x)F(~+i1J)d~
j~l J R

= ii, (;)tn Pj(x) (~+i1))l-je;(e+i1J)x+p(x)F(~+iTj)de.

Since we can take an integer k and a constant C such that

iPi(x) I :(; C (1+ Ixl 2)k for all j:(; l,

OZ [eP(x)u (x) l= :E (Z)---.PL(x)-S eP(x) (1+ Ixl 2)ieiCxr;,l-jF(~+iTj)de
I ~ j~, J (1+ Ix21)k R n
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=i~Cj€PCz)JRn eiCz (l-.Jc) k[r;,l-iF(';+i7j) ]d';

=:.ft.CjcP(zJRn eiCzpm(r;,)O, F(';+i7j)de

(Pm (r;,) are polynomials of degree less than t.)

~ :E C'eP(zH7}z+p'(7}) (1+ 17J! 2)IP•.• 1 C r IPm(~)1 dt':
•. i"'-' J a>tnJRn (1 + !';+t7J! ) lal ".

Taking tji =P;'(Xi) and IaI = I~ +n+1,

lo~[eP(z)u(x)]I~ Cl(I + Ip' (x)l2) IP•• ,I

which shows that u(x) belongs to PM.
Next, consider the multiplication of hex) in PM and u(x) in pS'.

THEOREM 4. The Fourier-Laplace transform of hu is an entire function Fkn(~+i1j}

which satisfies the following condition;
For any e in Rn, there exist an a in Nn and a constant Ce such that

1F.\u(';+i1j) I ~ Ce(I + 1~+i7J! ) la1cP·(7}+S).

Proof. F"n(e+i7j) = < e2pCz)h (x)u (x) , e-2p(x)-iCC+i7j)z >.
Since e2pCz)h(x)u(x) is in S', e2p(Z)h(x)u(x)=o~[(1+ Ixl 2)k f(x)]
for some p and a bounded function f(x) [3].

Fkn (';+i1j) = < (1+ Ixl 2)kf(x), (-oz)Pe- 2p(z)-iCz >
= JRn (1+ IxI2)kf(x) (-oz)Pe-2p(X)- iCzdx.

By the Leibnitz formula,
(-oz)Pe-2p(z)-iCz= :E Pz(x)r;,p-Ze-2p(z)-iCz.

I ~,

Hence we have

1F",,(';+i1j) I~:E SRn Cz(l + Ix 12)k+n1 /1:p- ll e-2pCz)+7}Z dx,,,,
~Cs(l+ /';+i7J! ) lalcP·(7}+e>.

REMARK. Let fJ contain O.
i) For hEoOM and UEaS (or oS'), F.\u(';+i1j) is the convolution of an element of

Oe' and one of S (orS').
ii) For hEaOe' and uEaS (oraS'), the Fourier transform of Mu is the multiplication

of an element of OM and one of S(or S').
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